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Abstract - This paper presents a comprehensive project aim-
ing to achieve high amplitude current impulses using a high 
voltage generator (GIT) as a power supply. To obtain im-
pulse currents with GIT, a wide range of simulations has 
been carried out to obtain the optimal parameters of the 
current impulse. LC delay cells were introduced in the test 
system circuit in order to increase the duration of the cur-
rent impulse. A current impulse generator (GIC) circuit has 
been developed to meet the standards in force. This system 
has enabled new test methods to be developed and improved 
equipment developed. The development of this project al-
lowed current impulses to be obtained with minimum costs. 
The methods and procedures used can be used to expand 
research fields by using current impulses to determine the 
dynamic and thermal stability of electrotechnical and elec-
tro-energetic equipment as well as the functional stability of 
electronic devices in electromagnetic disturbed environ-
ments. 

Cuvinte cheie: impuls de curent, generator impuls de tensiune, 
impuls de trasnet, curenti mari. 

Keywords: impulse current, impulse voltage generator, light-
ning impulse, high currents. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The safe operating life of electrical equipment is en-
sured by achieving a construction which has taken into 
account the possible dielectric, thermal and mechanical 
stress which they may undergo, by carrying out proper 
maintenance, equipping them with means of signalling, 
by monitoring the critical internal parameters and by pro-
viding fast intervention in case of failure. 

The reliable operating life of electrical equipment is 
provided by a setup which considers the possible 
dielectric, thermal and mechanical stress to which it may 
be subjected [1-3], by providing proper maintenance, 
means of signalling, internal critical parameter monitoring 
and rapid intervention in case of defects. 

Extreme dielectric and mechanical stress occurs in the 
case of transient regimes such as: surges caused by the 
lightning impulse [4-6] no-load connection and two or 
three-phase short-circuit. 

The study of transient phenomena and the propagation 
of voltage waves in both electrical networks and electrical 
equipment allows information to be obtained on the 
insulation stress level, the factors influencing the shape 
and amplitude of surges and even on the effectiveness of 
the protection schemes adopted [7], [8]. 

For these reasons, the testing of electrical and power 
equipment is strictly necessary [9], both to ensure their 
constructive and operating quality, throughout their 
operating life, and to meet the necessary conditions for 
launching product (equipment) manufacturing. 

The electrical equipment testing is carried out in 
specialized laboratories, equipped with suitable 
installations and stations for verifying the quality of 
execution of the equipment concerned, as well as for 
certification that the achieved equipment will withstand 
throughout its operating life, provided that the operating 
conditions are met. At the same time, the testing also 
aims, in case the equipment under test does not withstand 
the test run, to reveal and locate the defects, since some of 
these are rather difficult to track, and the designer and the 
manufacturer need this information. Since unfortunately 
there are more than a single method of detecting these 
defects, a test method, with the proper installation being 
applied for each type of defect, it follows that these 
laboratories are very complex, with a multitude of testing 
facilities, with standardized testing methodologies and 
equipment [10-19] 

The destructive high voltage insulation tests are 
performed in special high-voltage laboratories equipped 
with suitable technological systems allowing the 
determination of critical parameters of the equipment 
under test. 

The most important equipment of high voltage 
laboratories are the a.c, d.c. and impulse high voltage 
sources, as well as the appropriate measurement 
equipment [20-22]. For high and very high voltage 
electrical equipment, the transportation to these fixed 
laboratories is particularly cumbersome, which is why 
high performance portable testing equipment was 
designed.  

High voltage laboratories include equipment intended 
for the generation and measurement of: power-frequency 
a.c. high voltage, lightning impulse high voltage, impulse 
switching high voltage, d.c. high voltage, impulse current, 
as well as mixed impulse current and a.c. voltage 
equipment. 

The thermal characteristics of the test equipment are 
determined by the levels of the test voltages to be 
achieved which in turn are determined based on the 
insulation coordination principles. The test equipment 
must ensure the prescribed parameters and the electrical 
quantities they produce. In addition, the test installations 
are equipped with measuring schemes which must ensure 
the conversion of high voltages to values suitable for 
measurements or recording. 
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The following chapters present the development of a 
current impulse testing system for high voltage equipment 
by using existing equipment. An impulse current-shaping 
circuit [23-24] will be achieved to meet the standards in 
force. Its power supply will be provided by the existing 
high voltage impulse generator [25-27] and the measuring 
elements used will be the high voltage divider, the shunt 
circuits and the rapid signal recording systems. 

II. VOLTAGE GENERATOR

The testing carried out on the electrical and power 
equipment is strictly necessary both to ensure their design 
and operation quality, and to fulfill the requirements for 
launching the manufacturing of a new product. 

The impulse voltage generator is intended to generate 
impulse voltage waves of certain shapes and amplitudes, 
which are generally standardized. 

The shape and parameters of the lightning impulse 
voltage. 

The shape of these voltages is generally aperiodic 
impulse, initially with a rapid increase (front) up to the 
peak value, followed by a slower decrease (back), but 
whose durations may vary within relatively wide limits. 
Following laboratory studies on the behaviour of 
insulation to such stress, a standard shape of the lightning 
impulse voltage (ITT) has been defined, which is 
characterized by the conventional durations of the front 
(1.2 μs) and the semi-amplitude (50 μs) - see Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1.  Standard impulse waveforms. 

The lightning impulse voltage (ITT) is full if not 
interrupted by a disruptive discharge. If the impulse 
applied to the insulation generates an electric discharge, 
the voltage drops to zero at the moment of the discharge, 
respectively the impulse is chopped. The chopping can 
occur on the front, the front or the back of the impulse. 

The generation of the lightning impulse voltages  
To generate the voltage waveforms shown in Fig. 1, 

impulse voltage generators are used. The most commonly 
used schematic diagram of such a generator has the 
configuration shown in Fig.2. 

Fig. 2.  Schematic diagram for the generation of the aperiodic impulse 
voltage. 

The impulse capacitor C1 is charged from a rectified 
high voltage source, consisting of the power transformer T 
and the rectifier Rd. When the voltage at its terminals 
reaches the value U0, equal to the breakdown voltage of E, 
then the capacitor starts. 

The impulse voltage Ui at the C2 load capacitor 
terminals has a double exponential shape, expressed by 
the relation: 
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The dimensionless parameter η and the time constants 
T1 and T2 depend on the structure of the diagram and the 
sizes of its components. 

In the case of the diagram shown in Fig. 2, the impulse 
parameters (durations tf and ts) and duty factor can be 
calculated by using the following approximate formulas: 
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III. IMPULSE CURRENT GENERATOR

The assessment of the surge behavior of electric 
insulating structures caused by lightning discharges 
requires the generation in the laboratory of a voltage 
whose waveform should correspond to the records 
obtained experimentally, during storms with such 
discharges. The waveform of these voltages is a generally 
aperiodic impulse, with an initial rapid increase to peak, 
followed by a slower decrease, but whose durations may 
vary within relatively wide limits. The studies carried out 
over time allowed a standard lightning impulse voltage 
(ITT) waveform to be defined, characterized by the 
conventional 1.2μs front time and the 50μs time to half 
value. 

The aim of this study is to achieve an impulse current 
test system for high voltage equipment by using an 
impulse voltage generator.  

An impulse current-shaping circuit was achieved to 
meet the standards in force, starting from the fact that the 
repetitive diagram for an impulse current generator is 
essentially the same as for an impulse voltage generator, 
except that in this case the capacitor discharge in a RL 
circuit is considered. 
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Fig. 3.  The repetitive diagram for the impulse current generator is of 
series RLC type. 

The repetitive diagram for the impulse current generator 
is of the series RLC type (see Fig. 1), and the ideal-case 
sizing of the impulse-shaping circuit is achieved, where 
the internal resistance of the impulse energy storage 
capacities, as well as the internal resistance of object 
under test are considered negligible. 

The purpose of the impulse current generator is to be 
able to supply high and very high current impulses. The 
peak power of such a generator can reach approximately 
200 kW, at impulse currents with value up to the 100kA 
peak and peak voltages applied up to 200kV [8], [10].  

The operating equations for the impulse current 
generator assimilated to an RLC circuit are [8], [26]: 

- for linear resistance: 
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- for nonlinear resistance: 
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where represents the voltage across nonlinear 
resistance, equation (4) defines the impulse current 
generator specific application for testing metal oxide 
varistors or arresters. 
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From equation (3) after differentiation and 
rearrangement, we obtain a homogeneous equation: 
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This equation has 3 types of solutions corresponding to 
the 3 main impulse discharge conditions, determined by 

the value of the term . CLR /42 
In practice, the critical damped regime is excluded 

because the equality will not be possible, 
therefore we will have the following [2] equivalents: 

CLR /42 

- overdamped regime = aperiodic regime, when 

> 0; CLR /42 
- underdamped regime = damped harmonic regime, 

when < 0. CLR /42 

Fig. 4.  Standard impulse waveforms. 

where: 1- damped harmonic regime; 
 2- undamped harmonic regime; 
 3- aperiodic regime; 
Tf –front time;
Ts – time to half value. 

The three characteristic regimes of the RLC circuit are 
represented in Fig. 4: 

The impulse voltage and impulse current measurement, 
assessment and analysis system must comply with the 
standards [11-17]. 

A solution with damped oscillation waveform is 
obtained on condition that [28-30]: 
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In this case, the solution of the equation has the 
following form [28-30]: 
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The rise time of the impulse current amplitude from 
zero to the first peak is the front time: 
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To simplify the calculation, the following approxima-
tion is made: 


1

1 T (9)

For small values of ω according to [28-30], T2 is giv-
en by the equation 
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After the parameters are determined theoretically, 
circuit elements sizing is carried out next. As per Fig. 3 
we consider a total capacitance C=10µF for the capacitive 
elements. Their charge voltage is from zero to peak 
working voltage. In the case of the lightning impulse 
voltage generator, it may reach 200kV. For a 5Ω total 
resistance in the circuit, we will determine the parameters 
of the other circuit elements. Their values will be 

corrected based on experimentation. 
4

2CR
L  results 

from relation (6), and by replacing the values determined, 
we obtain: 

L=75µH, and .  srad /1015 3
For the circuit in Fig. 3, in addition to the value of the 

circuit elements, we have the front time T1=28µs and back 
time T2=75µs determined. 

According to the approximation calculations, the circuit 
elements are sized for an impulse with T1/T2=8/20μs 
waveform. 

In order to achieve a pulse current generator starting 
from an impulse voltage generator (GIT) operating 
scheme [18], [23], [26], LC delay impulse cells must be 
introduced into the circuit 

For the Coil sized are imposed the following 
conditions: L=75µH; Imax=20kA; Umax=100kV and 8/20µs 
impulse current. A cylindrical coil without core is adopted 
in one layer [1-3], realized by copper profile conductor 
CuE29 4x10 mm2. 

IV. DETERMINATION OF IMPULSE CURRENT GENERATOR

PARAMETERS BY SIMULATION 

The determination of the parameters of the current 
impulse shaping circuit components is carried out based 
on the GIT parameters [26]. It consists of 14 floors with 8 
impulse capacitors on each floor. The nominal value of 
the capacitor parameters is of 72nF/300kV. The 
connection with 14 floors in parallel is adopted, therefore 
the maximum equivalent capacity is 8064nF.  

To generate an impulse current without using any 
impulse-shaping circuits, and based only on the internal 
parameters of the impulse voltage generator, the circuit 
diagram which includes only the parameters of the 
impulse voltage generator in Fig. 3 is adopted. 

The diagram used for simulation is shown in Fig. 5 
and its parameters are prescribed for:  Ci=5µF, 
Rp=1000Ω, Rf=30Ω, L=1mH, Cs=100pF, Rs=10mΩ, 
Ls=10µH.  

Fig. 6 presents the voltage u(t) and current i(t) wave-
forms obtained by simulation.  

By modifying the prescribed parameters Ci=10µF, Rp = 
2000Ω, Rf = 1Ω, L = 1mH, Cs = 50pF, Rs = 10µΩ, Ls = 
10µH, a new impulse current waveform is obtained (Fig. 
7). 

Fig. 5.  The  simple circuit diagram of the impulse current generator 
(GIC). 

Fig. 6.  Impulse voltage (u(t)) and impulse current (i(t)) waveforms. 

Fig. 7.  Impulse current waveform. 

To extend the T2 of the current wave, a current impulse-
shaping circuit diagram was modelled/simulated, which 
has a LC cell Fig. 8. 

For the prescribed parameters of the circuit elements: 
Ci=10µF, Rp=150Ω, Rf=15Ω, L=0.1mH, Cs=100pF, 
Rs=1mΩ, Ls=10µH, Lc=0.1mH, Cc=1µF, the following 
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impulse current waveforms were obtained by simulation 
(Fig. 9).     

Fig. 8.  The impulse current generator circuit diagram with a LC delay 
cell. 

Fig. 9.  Impulse current waveform with a LC delay cell. 

To extend the T2 of the current wave, a current impulse-
shaping circuit diagram was modeled/simulated, which 
has three LC cell Fig. 10. 

By modifying the prescribed parameters Ci=10µF, 
Rp=1500Ω, Rf=15Ω, L=0.1mH, Cs=100pF, Rs=0.1mΩ, 
Ls=10µH; Lc=0.01mH, Cc=0.01µF, a new impulse 
current waveform is obtained (Fig. 11). 

Fig. 10.  The impulse current generator circuit diagram with 3 LC delay 
cell. 

Fig. 11.  Impulse current waveform with 3 LC delay cell. 

To emphasize the influence of the delay cells on the 
impulse current, a circuit diagram in which six such cells 
were included in the current impulse-shaping circuit was 
analyzed, with the following prescribed parameters: 
Ci=10µF, Rp=1500Ω, Rf=1Ω, L=0.1mH, Cs=100pF, 
Rs=0.1mΩ, Ls=10µH; Lc=0.01mH , Cc=0.01µF (Fig. 12). 

By simulation, in case of adopting the circuit diagram 
shown in Fig. 12, the waveform for the impulse current is 
shown in Fig. 13. 

Fig. 12.  Circuit diagram achieved by adding 6 LC  delay cells in the 
current impulse-shaping circuit. 

Fig. 13.  Impulse current waveform with 6 LC delay cell. 
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V. TEST RESULTS 

The figure 14 presents the achieved construction of the 
power unit with variable voltage and frequency as well as 
modules included herein. 

Fig. 14.  The achieved construction of the power unit with variable 
voltage and frequency. 

The system used to carry out the experiments consists 
of:    

- adjustable voltage static converter; 
- high voltage lightning impulse generator; 
- high voltage circuit elements up to 300kV: capacitors, 

resistors, inductive elements. 

Fig. 15.  Experimental diagram.  

The diagram presented in figure 15 was used during the 
experiments, where: 

STR – Variable voltage source; Ti – High–voltage step-
up transformer; D1; D2 – High-voltage rectification 
systems; Rl – Resistor to load current limitation; Rs – 

Discharge resistors in series with the test circuit; Rp - 
Discharge resistors in parallel with the test circuit; Ri – 
Resistor for capacitor charging; C – Shock capacities of 
the voltage pulse generator (GIT); GIT – Impulse voltage 
generator assembly; DIT – high-voltage divider; L – 
inductance consisting of coils for the formation of the 
impulse current; EUT – object under test; Rshunt – 
resistance for current measurement; EC – discharger with 
impulse trigger control; E – discharger for capacity 
separation. 

The measuring and recording element used for current 
and voltage was a TRAS type rapid signal recording 
system. 

To validate the results obtained by simulation, the 
following impulse voltage test circuits were achieved, 
with the next parameters: 

- Up=26kV, 1/4µs; Rs=0.001  and L=100µH, 
Ip=57kA; T1=8µs and T2=25µs (Fig. 16); 

- Up=33kV, 1/3.6µs; Rs=0.001  and L=100µH, 
Ip=72kA; T1=7.5 µs andT2=25µs (Fig. 17); 

- Up=33kV, 1/3.6µs ; Rs=0.001  and L=100µH, 
Ip=72kA; T1=7µs and T2=24µs (Fig. 18). 

Fig. 16.  Impulse voltage u(t) and impulse current i(t) waveforms. 

Fig. 17.  Impulse voltage u(t) and impulse current i(t) waveforms. 
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Fig. 18.  Impulse voltage u(t) and impulse current i(t) waveforms. 

It is noted that the circuit can be used for obtaining 
impulse currents which can be used for research in 
relation to voltage-dependent variable-resistance arresters.  

For measuring the voltage pulse a capacitive divider 
was used with very low response time capable of 
measuring voltages with 1000kV/μs rise time. 

To measure the impulse current, a capacitive divider 
was used, with very low response time, capable of 
measuring voltages with 100kA/μs rise time. 

To measure the impulse current, shunts with very low 
inductances and parasitic capacitances were used, so that 
the current increases of over 100kA/μs can be measured. 

As a result of the tests, in order to obtain a 8/20 μs 
current in the allowed tolerances according to the 
proposed ones and taking into account the internal 
parameters of the generator, the following results are 
obtained: 

- the impulse voltage is applied directly to the test 
object (with no separation). Its optimum form is 1/3μs; 

- the series inductance introduced into the circuit should 
be about 100μH (the value of the circuit self-inductance is 
also added); 

- the total series resistances (including those of the 
impulse voltage generator) should be 1Ω max.; 

- a shunt with R=0.001 Ω resistance was used for the 
measurement. 

There are cases where, due to the nature of load of the 
test object (inductive, capacitive or resistive), the form of 
the impulse current varies greatly for the same values and 
forms of the impulse voltage applied. 

In the case of an inductive load, if there are no resistive 
elements for fast damping of impulse (aperiodic form), 
there are oscillations due to the capacitance of the high 
voltage divisional and the inductance of the circuit 
(periodic oscillation), which can be more or less damped. 

If, in the case of the circuit, there is insulating space 
(discharge in air), the circuit is highly damped due to the 
predominantly resistive nature of the electrical discharge 
in air. In this case there are only high-frequency 
oscillations (in the order of MHz) due to the disturbing 
capacitances and inductances (resonant own resonance 
frequencies) at the moment of ionized space breakdown. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper studies were conducted on the impulse 
current and voltage generation systems used in the 
development and testing of electrotechnical equipment. 

In order to use the impulse voltage generator to 
generate impulse currents, various circuit diagrams have 
been studied and the parameters of the circuit elements 
have been determined based on numerical simulations, 
with a view to obtaining the necessary impulse current 
forms. 

The results obtained with this study confirm that 
various impulse current values and forms can be obtained 
by executing certain circuit elements (coils) and by using 
the proper capacitances. 

The limits of using the high voltage impulse generator 
to generate high-energy impulse current have been 
determined. 

The methods and procedures applied can be used to 
expand the research areas by using the high-energy 
impulse currents: the dynamic and thermal stabilities of 
electrotechnical and power equipment, research on the 
operating stability of electronic devices in environments 
with high electromagnetic interference. 
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